SPECIALIZATION PROGRAM

Portuguese Language for
Mandarin Speakers
(Level B2) - Blended-learning

2021/2022

Objectives






Further the skills acquired in levels A1 and A2 to become an
independent user of the language.
Develop linguistic skills in real-life situations.
Develop reading, speaking, and writing skills.
Use terminology, including legal terminology, learned in class.
Produce oral texts using basic legal words and phrases

Who should attend
Mandarin speakers living in Portugal.

Information

PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE FOR MANDARIN SPEAKERS (LEVEL B2) - BLENDEDLEARNING

Structure

Study Plan

Mandarin and Portuguese are very different languages,
which adds difficulties to all speakers of Mandarin who
currently reside in Portugal and wish to learn Portuguese.
This is especially important as having a basic knowledge of
the language is one of the requirements to be awarded a
Residency Permit, pursuant legislation in force.
Considering that you can prove knowledge of the language
via a certificate issued by a private teaching institution,
completing this program can represent a first step to acquire
that knowledge and have a certificate that evidences those
linguistic skills. Besides classes on Portuguese language,
participants will have classes on Portuguese the system on
the legal system).

Online classes: Colibri Zoom
Portuguese Language - language and Culture
Margarida Bacharel
51 hours

Portuguese Language - Citizenship and Institutions
Ngai In Kuan
29 hours

Resources: Moodle
Exercises, assignments, and assessment tasks
30 hours

Coordinator: Isabel Fernandes Silva

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS(a)

DURATION

Online Application Form;
Copy of the Passport;
Photograph;
Tax Number.

October 2021

TIMETABLE
Monday to Friday (schedule to be defined)

WORKLOAD
110 hours

(a)

FEE
Application
Enrolment
School insurance fee
Certificate
Tuition fees

50€
50€
20€
25€
600€*

Application is only considered valid upon payment and
handing in of the required documents within 30 days. If the
required documents are not handed within that time, the
application is withdrawn, and the applicant cannot attend the
program.
The program opens only if there is a minimum number
of applicants.

